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RESUME : 
•~^^^—~ For SPX1 design purposes, a so called "SAC" (complemen

tary shut down system) rod has been set up at the center of 
the Phénix core. This gave the opportunity of making a 
design rod worth calculation check on this simple configu
ration. 

Calculations, methods are shortly described and an 
experiment to calculation comparison is made. The type of 
agreement obtained is coherent with tbe uncertainty now 
applied to design rod worth calculation. 
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I - GENERALITIES AND CENTRAL "SAC" ROD DESCRIPTION 

1.1 - Generalities 

Recently, it has appeared interesting to have a check of the 
complementary shut down system of SPX1 design in Phénix. This check 
includes as well mechanic and thermohydraulic problems as neutronic 
ones. So, a SAC type rod, not coupled with reactor safety and control 
system in a first phase, has been designed and set up at the center of 
Phénix Core, in place of the normal central fuel subassambly. 

Even if a SAC rod has a particular design in comparison with a 
normal rod, the measurement of this central rod worth in a power core 
leads to an interesting supplementary experimental point for the single 
central rod worth experiment to calculation comparison. In particular, 
it can be used as an assessment of the uncertainty applied to design rod 
worth calculation, using for calculations the actual design schemes. 

1.2 - Phénix "SAC" rod description 

The rod follower has a subassembly cross section, filled with 
sodium. The absorber rod (fig.l) is made of three articulated parts with 
three different types and numbers of absorber pins (stainless steel 
canned 90 Z enriched B4C). 

Two descriptions have been used for the inserted absorber : 

- a so called homogeneous description where number densities 
are homogeneous over the subassembly cross section for each of the three 
articulated parts. 

- a so called heterogeneous description where : 
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. an external sodium zone is described around the absorber 
and where the sodium is mixed with the structure subassembly tube. 

. an internal absorber zone with the remaining inner sodium 
and structure materials which are homogeneized over the internal zone 
of the absorber pins. 

Both zones are axially divided in three different parts, ta
king into account the three different articulated parts of the rod. 

11 - SAC ROD IK PHENIX CORE CALCULATION WITH DESIGN STANDARD METHODS 

Design calculations of complex multirod configurations are perfor
med with approximate calculations schemes for cost or codes 
availability reasons. The effects of approximations are evaluated 
separately in more simple configurations and extrapolated to complex 
configurations. 

In the case of a central rod, this evaluation of corrections to be 
applied to the simple reference model can easily be made as tar as we 
assume that they are indépendant of the simplifications introduced in 
the neighbouring core description, that means essentially the other 
rods description. 

II.1 - Reference calculation 

We use as a reference calculation the following simplified 
model corresponding to the model used in single central Rod desig, 
calculation : 

II.1.1 - Core geometry 

a) 2 dimensions RZ geometry (the fuel subassemblies are 
homogeneized on rings of one subassembly thickness, number densities 
are those of the middle of the cycle). 

b) The six normal rods are represented by a ring of 
B4C/Na/St«el mixture (conserving B4C mass) at the critical experimental 
height and followed by Na/Steel mixture. 
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II.1.2 - Central rod description 

The rod is homogenized over the subassembly cross-section ; 
in this particular case, three different axial parts remains, 
corresponding to the three different articulated parts of the actual 
rod. 

Figure 2 gives a simplified scheme of this geometric des
cription. 

II.1.3 - Diffusion theory, 6 energy groups cross sections 

Cross sections collapsing is made with 25 energy groups 
fluxes for the various zones issued from RZ calculation. In the present 
case, dealing with a central rod described in RZ geometry the 
presentation of result with a 25 to 6 energy group correction is only a 
question of coherence with more general cases. 

Basic data and cell calculations are those of Carnaval IV 
system. 

II.1.4 - Approximations made in the reference model 

The approximations on the central rod worth can be listed 
as follows : 

- 25 to 6 groups collapsing (collapsing correction) 
- using diffusion theory instead of transport (transport 

correction) 
- using an "homogeneous" description of the rod 

subassembly ("the heterogeneity" correction) 
. - using a non infinitly small mesh ( mesh correction) 
- using a cylindrical description of the rod instead of 

the actual hexagonal geometry 
- using medium cycle densities for core zones. 
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These two last points give small effects and will not be 
discussed later in this paper. In fact, as said before, we assume at the 
present stage of the work, that the cylindrical representation of the 
core and other control rods has no effect on the central rod worth. 

11.2 - Calculating corrections 

Cross sections collapsing does not need any more ciment. 
Transport correction is made with a ID radial, 6 energy groups transport 
to diffusion comparison. "Rod heterogeneity" correction is evaluated 
with the second rod description of f 1.2 in RZ geometry. Mesh correction 
is calculated separately for axial and radial directions by linear ex
trapolation to infinitely small mesh Keff values of Keff obtained with 
the normaly used mesh (2 to 3 cm) and half of it. 

11.3 - Calculation results 

Table I gives the results for the total central rod worth 
correction (out of the core to completely inserted) with a constant 
other control rods ring height of 60 cm (about one third inserted). 

Table II gives the central rod worth variations with the 
position of the control rods ring. An interaction factor between the 
central SAC rod and the control rods ring is issued from these values. 

It is interesting to note that the calculated corrections for 
the PHENIX SAC are very close to the analogous correction values used 
for the SUPER PHENIX design . This will allow to validate the calcula
tion procedure for control rod, which is presently used for design 
studies. 
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TABLE I 

Calculated SAC Rod Values Corrections 

(Constant control ring position corresponding to core critical 
SAC withdrawn) 

25 to 6 energy groups collapsing correction factor : 0,964 
- diffusion to transport 
- rod heterogeneity 
- mesh correction axial 
- mesh correction radial 

Correction (total) : 0,784 

II II : 0,925 
II II : 0,901 
II II : 0,995 
II II : 0,981 

TABLE II 

SAC rod value versus control ring position 

Control Ring Height Withdrawn 
• 86 cm + 56 cm •*• 4 7 cm + 25 cm 

Down 
0 cm 

SAC Rod Value 
(relative) 

1,097 1 0,953 0,811 0,719 

Interaction factor : ( < j $ ; figg^^ - 0,947 ( withdrawn to full 
inserted values). 



Ill - EXPERIMENT TO CALCULATION COMPARISON 

111.1 - Experimental value 

The rough experimental result is given by the variation 
of critical height of the 6 control rods ring between the two 
configurations of the SAC rod. (withdrawn rod and fully inserted rod). 

The resulting reactivity effect is issued from the ring 
calibration in the two configurations. This calibration is obtained by 
separated calibrations of rods pairs, the other four remaining approxi
mately at the critical height of the configuration. The pair 
calibration consists of successive inverse movements ; one rod starting 
from the high position, the other from the low one. Each rod movement 
corresponds to a reactivity step of about SOpcm measured by reactimeter 
and is compensated by the following movement so as to remain nearly 
critical. The ring calibration is obtained by summation of the six rods 
• 

The obtained reactivity value for the SAC rod is affec
ted, as it can be expected, by a fairly significant uncertainty, at 
present estimated at t 8 Z. 

In conclusion, the experiment to calculation discrepancy 
to be announced is the following : 

^ - S - (• 2 t 8)X 

111.2 - Comments and following studies 

Calculated value is still to be slightly corrected of cy-
lindrisatian and densities variations effects, during the cycle. No 
large modification of the result is expected. 



On the contrary, experimental value can be improved : the 
systematical error occuring in ring calibration , which does not take 
into account the interaction between the rods of the ring, is to be 
avoided. 

Two ways are under study : 

- use of subcritical measurements, which needs only a one 
rod cinetic calibration as reference, b W probably important 
(about 20 to 30 Z) detectors efficiency calculated corrections. 

- use of calculated interaction correction factors to 
have a correct ring calibration using separated rod calibrations. 
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FIGURE I 

"SAC" Rod description 
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FIGURE II 

Core description (Simplified configuration) 
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